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T

HE British people by superhuman efforts saved the Empire
in the Great War; since then our Statesmen have been busily
engaged in surrendering it. Ireland has under the treaty of
1921 become a hostile republic, in fact if not in name; Egypt and Iraq,
standing on our Sea and Air routes to the East, are fast slipping away
from our legitimate influence, though we rescued the first from the
Dervishes and the second from Turkish tyranny; the great island
colony of Ceylon whose prosperity has been built up by British
enterprise and capital and which is protected by the British Army and
Navy, free of charge, has in the last few years been given a pseudodemocratic constitution which enables the local political cliques to
set at nought British Authority, strangle British trade and squeeze out
the British Officials.
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India still remains, but our position in India
and our responsibility for the welfare of its
350 million people are now being abandoned.
If that insane policy inherited from the
Socialist Government and embodied in the
White Paper, is carried through, and the
present Government are straining every nerve
to carry it through, India will he lost to the
British Empire "after a period of transition".
(to. quote the Prime Minister's words).
With it the British Empire will go down. For
as that great Viceroy, Lord Curzon, said 30
years - ago, "India is the pivot of our Empire.
If this Empire loses any other part of its
Dominions, we can survive. But if we lose
India the Sun of our Empire will have set."
That is the great issue with which the British
people are to-day confronted. Fortunately
they are waking up to the fact that the
Government without any mandate from the
Constituencies are flinging away the glorious
heritage for which our fore fathers shed their
blood. The surrender of our position in India
would be even more disastrous to the peoples
of India whom we have rescued from anarchy,
civil war, invasion, famine and pestilence,
that to the millions in this country whose
livelihood depends on the trade—£200
million per annum--which British enterprise
and capital have built up to the advantage of
Great Britain and India. The surrender which
the: White Paper contemplates would in the
words of Mr. Lloyd George he the greatest
betrayal: in history. It can only be averted by
prompt and vigorous action on the part of the
British people: They have the last word. Let
them speak it.

BRITONS! YOU CAN
PREVENT THIS
SURRENDER BY
JOINING THE BRITISH
FASCISTS & FORMING
THE PATRIOTIC
UNITED FRONT
AGAINST EMPIRE
DISRUPTION

Editorial Notes

H

ITHERTO the public have been
very badly misinformed about
British Fascism, by the Press and the
Party Politicians. The reason is not far to seek.
The old political parties dread the advent of
Fascism as a political factor in the life of our
Country and the Press, which is a Reflex of
the various sectional and party interests,
always- presents Fascism under the worst
possible light.
However, we British Fascists are not very
much concerned with what the yellow press
and the Old Gang Parties may do or say. Our
task is to enlighten the British public, to show
the people that Fascism will mean the
amelioration of the conditions of every man,
woman and child in the country. We want the
public to understand that British Fascism has
become a social and political power with
which to be reckoned, and that the Fascists
arc out to capture the control of the British
State in order to erect the Fascist Corporate
System and eliminate the present chaotic and
vicious party system which is mainly
responsible for our present ills and which is
dragging the Country and our People down
the steep slope of Ruin, Misery and Despair.
British Fascism shall be one of our Voices
which will rally the people of Britain into a
United body whose .principal purpose will be
the prosperity and well-being of our People
and Country.
Great Britain has been deceived and misled
long enough by the specious promises and
unfulfilled pledges of our so-called statesmen.
To-day the
country has to face some very
bitter facts. Over three millions of our fellow
Britons are out of work and on the Labour
exchange Registers, drugs on a labour market
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that cannot absorb them, liabilities on the
National Exchequer. Another million more
are in receipt of relief and are struggling on a
bare subsistence level, badgered by the
bumbleclom of present day officialism. Our
industries are closing down because our
manufacturers cannot sell the goods they
produce, as there is very little money to spend
amongst the people.
Taxation is still rising, agriculture is
moribund! Yet the Chancellor of the
Exchequer declares that unemployment
cannot be solved for at least another ten years,
while the country can still afford to finance
foreign loans to Poland, Austria, etc! Our
Prime Minister can dash here, there, and
everywhere, talk largely about international
settlements, hut the internal plight of the
country apparently does not interest him. Our
politicians have muddled enough. The have
pledged the manhood of this country to
support every Continental quarrel. They have
whittled down the armed forces of the Nation
and yet may plunge us into another European
War! India, Ireland, and parts of the Empire
are being sold and sacrificed by those nitwitted and weak-kneed statesmen for party
expediency and to retain the sacrosanct vote.
While our streets are littered with beggars,
maimed ex-soldiers, and unemployed
Britishers on whose behalf no voice is raised,
all our -party politicians, Conservative,
Liberal, Socialist, etc., can find time to .shed
crocodile tears on behalf of the poor
persecuted Jews in Germany, embroil us quite
cheerfully with a friendly Power, and waste
British money and time holding indignation
meetings.

The British Fascists have a firm belief in the
innate qualities of the British people, in the
great traditions of our country and Empire,
and therefore we come forward to rally the
scattered units and sections and weld them
together into a National Mass which will fight
for Britain's life. In all loyalty to King, people,
and country, British Fascism raises the
standard of revolt against the enemies of the
country, which are:--the Party System, the.
International Banker, the profiteer and
monopolist, the stock exchange gambler, the
Socialist and Communist wreckers, the Jew
trader who undercuts prices and who is
obtaining- a strangle hold on some of the key
industries and trades.
We call on the British people to rally to
our-banners and enter with us the political and
social fight for the re-conquest of Britain. Our
appeal goes out .equally to the working class
men and woman, to the small trader, to the
industrialist, merchant and manufacturer to
all classes and creeds of the British
Community. We are fighting for the country's
life; for a higher standard of life, a higher
social conception; for greater productivity in
industry and agriculture, for a high standard
of labour and efficiency; for a fair deal to
every Briton in Britain!
Away with class hatred! Away with false
economic doctrines! Out with the traitor and
profiteer! Let the British people regain their
confidence. Let us move forward in an
irresistible mass of nationally conscious
people, proud of our country and traditions,
determined to see that "come what may,
Britain still shall stand."
The British Fascists are out to build the
Corporate State. Fascism demands order,
discipline, character, merit. Those are the
qualities the Fascist State requires and
rewards.

The misery and appalling condition of things
are providing a fertile ground for Communist
propaganda. The alien agitator, taking
advantage of our people's plight, is using this
opportunity to disseminates his false doctrines
and secure our men as his cannon fodder in Finance, industry, trade, press, people must
his disruptive attack on the British race and realise that the State has to exercise its proper
nation.
function of control, and responsibility, and
therefore we seek a system which will mean,
A cry of anguish is rising throughout the land "All within, none against the State."
and we British Fascists cannot remain deaf or
indifferent to the voice of our people in The hour is striking, Fascism moves forward!
distress.
What will you do?
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N. Francis-Hawkins, Mr. Hirst, Mrs. Fitzroy
Clarke, E. G. Mandeville Roe, Miss I. N. G.
Ray, Mrs. Swinburne, Mrs. Passy, Miss P.
Chancy, Mrs. R. C. Lucas, Capt. E. Smith,
Miss Clare, Miss C. N. Kirby, Mr. Knight,
The recent trial of Metro-Vickers' employees Miss Pridmore.
in Russia, is an example of the kind of
treatment meted out to British Companies Attached Section— Country members
who during recent years have ventured to visiting London are requested to register their
carry out commercial and constructive names on the Headquarter attached section
contracts for Foreign Governments. Owing to list. This will enable them to keep in touch
the half-hearted retaliatory methods employed with the activities of the Organisation
by our spineless pro-alien Parliament, any
British Company, operating outside the Monthly Meeting
precincts of our Empire is entirely under the
heel of the Foreigner who has only to frame All members are notified that a Monthly
a case against it in order to evade all financial Meeting of members is held in H.Q., the first
liabilities that are involved. Russia is not the Wednesday in every month and all who are
only country that has defaulted. In 1924, a able to do so are requested to attend.
British
concern
the
Anglo-Spanish
Construction Co., was granted a lease of
Circular Orders
ninety-nine years in which to carry out
Railway construction, maintenance and
General Engineering for the Spanish Cortes, London and Country. local Commanders
who placed large contracts with the Company are notified that the Organisation is in process
of re-organisation. All District, Area, and
which have been duly executed.
County Commanders are requested to
Now, the Republican Commission of communicate with Headquarters and make
Responsibility has repudiated a debt of 56,000 their requirements known as regards badges,
pesetas owing to the company, and reports uniforms, etc. Circular Orders at regular
that the concern is illegal, prejudicial to the intervals will be issued, commencing with
Spanish State, and that the contracts were July 3rd.

The Repudiation of British
Finance and Enterprise
Abroad

obtained by irregular methods.

Country Open Air Meetings

British Fascists will safeguard the interests of
the British Nation, by taking firm counter- A campaign is being inaugurated for a wide
action against such dishonest measures. Enrol Country-Propaganda. Special notification will
in the British Fascists and take a firm stance be sent to Areas-affected.
for England. We Honour our Debts, make the
Foreigner do likewise. H. G. P. W.

THE INDIA QUESTION

HEADQUARTER
ORDERS

A

Orders of the Fasces:—
The under-mentioned, having ceased to be
members of the British Fascists and having
failed to live up to their Fascist undertakings
are deprived of the Order of the Fasces,
bestowed on them by the Organisation, by
order of the Executive Committee:—

LTHOUGH the British Fascists have
nothing in common with the general
policy of the Conservative Party, they
extend their congratulations to that section
which is resisting the attempt of the National
Government's surrender in India.
Although as a patriotic Organisation our
application for membership of the India
Defence League was refused and our
membership cheque returned we are
consistent with the policy of putting Country
and Empire before Party and Section.
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Therefore we advise all patriots who are
disgusted with the Government’s policy over
India to apply for membership of the India
Defence League an organisation which is
arousing, the country to resist the passing of
the White Paper.
We share their views on India to the full, and
perhaps in our Fascist way, would go much
further than this rebel section of the
Conservative Party. On our side we are doing
all we can to combat the National
Government on the India question by public
and indoor meetings. People of Britain fight
your hardest to keep the Empire whole! Under
present circumstances membership of the
India Defence League Will help towards this
end:—

This in a public school, and one moreover,
where more than half the boys are sons of
Army, Navy or Air Force fathers, and the
parents of the remainder are serving their
King and Country in some administrative
service in various parts of our far-flung
Empire.
Granted the master in question may have been
indulging in a pedagogue's "leg pull," for
British Fascists, like the early Christians, are
frequently "reviled of all men," but why
should he try to put doubt into young minds'
and cast a slur upon the old and well-tried
faiths which made the Briton respected all
over the world?

Only yesterday a working woman member
said to me. "I dread the time when my
Apply for literature and particulars of the children are old enough to go to school, what
India Defence League to the Chief Organiser, kind of a teacher will they get, will the faith
India Defence League 48, Broadway, the their father and I have taught them be
Westminster, or to these Headquarters.
swept away by Communist ideas?"
There you have two parents, one paying for
her son at a public school, the other about to
send hers to a school paid for by the state, yet
neither of them could be sure that their
children's belief in God, King and Country
N the old days the three aims of an
would not be upset by those paid to teach their
Englishman's life were to serve his God,
children to be good and useful citizens of the
his King and his Country; in one word,
British Empire!
he was patriotic. If, for instance, he was called
upon to fight for his country, he would do so
In a Fascist State such a situation would be
cheerfully whether he liked it or not, and if he
impossible, is it then any wonder that we
heard someone saying anything disloyal to his
Fascists no matter what our circumstances
King or his God, he would most probably
may be, look upon Fascism, not as a political
fight him for it. This patriotic Englishman was
condition of thought, but as a creed
no uncommon character in the last century,
amounting almost to a religion.
as public opinion had not then, as it has now,
succumbed to the coma of egotism which is
Karl Leibnicht once said, "Who has the Youth
caused by the excessive “softness” of
has the future," and the future of British youth
conditions.
lies in the hands of their school teachers.
Parents, be they never so conscientious, can
The above quotation is taken from an essay
only plant the seeds of knowledge. They have
on "Patriotism" written by one of our
work to do, or are, very probably, not
schoolboy members, one of those whose
sufficiently well-educated to teach their own
Fascism stands between him and the dry rot
children, since education has advanced so
which is steadily permeating all grades of our
much during the last generation, therefore the
schools throughout the Empire.
young plant must be left in the hands of
experts, and how are those experts carrying
Across the essay is written the following
out their trust? Not too well, if one is to judge
comment by the master, "I should say that
by some of the results emerging from our
modern life has definitely cut God out of its
educational establishments, whether: they he
scope. The trouble is to reconcile God with
from Council Schools or Universities.
King and Country."

THE UNJUST
STEWARDS

I
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"I should say that modern life has definitely
left God out of its scope," says the public
school master. "God is the dope with which
Capitalism drugs the workers," says the State
School teacher. These two represent opposite
ends of the educational world and in between
are the countless secondary and minor private
schools wherein the same type of thing is
taking place.

captain of his soul, and if he wishes to go up
to heaven or down to hell, we cannot stop
him, but we can at least teach him straight
navigation, warn him of the rocks and
whirlpools, and equip him for the hard sailing
which is before him.

The goal of each human life is aptly expressed
by John Masefield:—"All I need is a tall ship,
and a star to steer her by," and we must see to
A school master is necessarily a trustee of the it that we provide our sons and daughters with
future. He undertakes certain obligations, and the star, without which each barque must
should he wish to enlarge his private disloyal undoubtedly be wrecked.
views on the rising generation, he should
make the fact perfectly plain to the parents of Only by looking to the star of un-questioninghis pupils in order that they may expose their faith in the three great essentials, God, King,
children to these influences at their own risk. and Country, did our forefathers build up the
When a parent or guardian sends a child to a greatest Empire that the world has ever
school which has service traditions, they known, and only by a -return to those beliefs
should at least be sure that he or she will not will our children carry on their work.
be in any danger of hearing anti-God or
anti-Imperialistic views; equally the loyal The intellectual who toys with Communism
working class parent has a right to the same as "some new thing" is no use to this country
patriotic teaching for his children, and the or any other, let us see to it that he does not
rate-payers' money should not be used to corrupt the clean youth -of this Empire. Let
educate a rising generation of young us bring up our children on the Bible and
revolutionaries.
Kipling, and we will soon find that the much
talked of "decadence" of modern youth will
Wake up, parents, investigate what is be a thing of the past. D. G. H.
happening in your childrens' schools, and
bring the unjust stewards- to ac-count. The
past is yours, the future is your children's and RECENT ACTIVITIES OF
you owe it to your country that they grow up THE BRITISH FASCISTS
strong in the old essential ideals, Fear God,
Honour the King, Love the Brotherhood.
URING the last two months
meetings have been held daily in the
By means of Red Sunday Schools, Young
London Area and the results have
Communist League, Kibbo Kift Kindred, and
been most satisfactory. Large crowds have
countless other subversive movements the
attended our open-air meetings, and recruits
Red menace is obtaining a strangle-hold on
have been enrolled at every one of these
British youth, while loyal parents stand idly
public gatherings. Opposition except from
by and allow their children to absorb so-called
small groups of Socialists, and Communists
modern “thought”.
and from Jewish quarters, has been practically
nil. Only at our Islington meetings has the
The child of today is the citizen of tomorrow,
situation looked ugly at times. Organised
on him depends the future welfare of our
attempts of Communist anti-Fascists to wreck
beloved country and we-parents have a great
these meetings have been countered
responsibility. Because our sons and
successfully and vigorously. Open air
daughters have gone to school our
meetings are being held regularly once a week
responsibility does not cease with paying their
at Nevern Place, Earl's Court, Manor Street,
school fees or seeing they wash behind their
Chelsea, South Kensington, Lime Grove,
ears. Of our own free will we have brought
Shepherd's Bush; Defoe Road, Stoke
into the world a British citizen, a thinking
Newington; Gillingham Street, Victoria; St.
entity, a force for good or evil, a patriot or a
John's Road, Battersea, Streatham Common,
revolutionary. When the boy grows up he is
Norwood, Woolwich, and the Clock Tower

D
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Highbury. Further places arce being opened Excellent debates, held by the invitation of
up.
various societies of all shades of opinions
have taken place, the British Fascist speakers
Swearing-in Ceremony at
being, County Commander Webster, Area
Public School
Commander Whitmore, Fascist Radcliff, Co.
Officers Crum and Eyre. Our future
Fifteen new members of the Imperial Service engagements are many, and societies wishing
College Company, British Fascists, under the to invite British Fascist speakers are advised
command of Troop Leader Harnett were to do so without delay.
sworn in by County Commander Webster, on
Sunday, May 28th, at Windsor. The
Meeting at Pinner War
Company, on whose discipline and smartness
Memorial
T L Harnett and Unit Leader Schofield are to
be congratulated, paraded in the Common
Room, which, by the Courtesy of the House A well-attended outdoor meeting was held at
Master, was reserved for British Fascists for Pinner War Memorial on Friday evening,
the afternoon. By special permission of the June 16th, arranged by District Organiser
Founder, the Con¬secrated Colours were Bailey. The speakers were Area Commander
permitted to be used for the ceremony, the Whitmore and Company Officer Crum, Mr.
King's Colour being carried by Area Bailey. A satisfactory number of recruits have
Commander Whitmore and guarded by Co been secured as a result of this meeting.
Officer Eyre, the Fascist. Colour bearer being
County Commander Harnett (Women's By-Election in Burrage Ward
Units), guard, Area Commander Smith, O.C.
Plumstead
London Special Patrol. After the ceremony,
tea was provided for the visiting officers by
the Company. This is the first Public School Mr. Wright, local organiser for the Woolwich
Company to have a swearing-in ceremony Branch of the British Fascists is contesting
during term-time, and we are indebted to the this Ward on the British Fascist Political
Camperdown House Master for his patriotism Programme. This Borough Council election
will be first contested by a British Fascist and
and courtesy in giving us permission.
all members in London area are asked to
communicate with Headquarter. at once, in
New Branch Headquarters
order that Mr. Wright may be helped to
victory. Cars will be needed for speakers and
A new branch Headquarters has been opened on Polling day.
at 6, Upper Street, Islington under the
leadership of Company Officer K. R. Crum.
GERMANY AND THE
In a very short time this officer has worked
up his Company from a mere handful into a
JEWISH QUESTION
formidable body of excellent men, young and
By Cyril G, Philipoff
enthusiastic. Company Officer Crum will
Special Correspondent in
welcome recruits, and communications
should he addressed to him at Upper Street or
Berlin
through General Headquarters.

T

HE Jewish problem is International.
Another branch Headquarters has been
Wherever the Jews are found—and
opened at "The Shop," Cargreen Road,
they are found in every part of the
Croydon. Fascist Laxton is in residence there,
and will welcome anyone interested in the world—we sec a determined struggle for
Movement in that district. Pamphlets and political and -economic supremacy between
information may be obtained on application. a resolute, organised and unscrupulous Jewish
minority and the main body of the people
totally unconscious of their real danger; in
Debates
Germany the Jewish problem is particularly
acute.
( Page 7 )
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During the middle ages and in modern
times—up to 1848—the German Empire,
Princes and Municipalities did not emancipate
the Jews, as they were fully aware that such
emancipation would result in the enslavement
of their people by these cunning Oriental
merchants as the Jewish National character
has remained unchanged throughout the ages.
In .1848, when Liberalism seemed
triumphant, most laws concerning the Jews
were repealed, merely the unwritten laws
remaining which prevented the Jews from
joining the Army or to hold offices under the
State. What were the results?
Not only did all Banks fall in Jewish hands,
but the Jews secured the control in wholesale
trade, the learned .professions and all other
branches of economic activity to which the
Jewish mind was particularly adapted. By this
controlling interest, 600,000 Jews were able
to enmesh, as in a net, a population. of
60,000,000 people. Pre-War official statistics
show that 70 per cent of the-doctors in
Germany were Jews, 50 per cent of the
lawyers also, and large numbers of Jews had
been baptised or become apostates and were
not included in these figures. If a German
enlisted the aid of the law against a Jew, he
seldom obtained re-dress, since lawyers and
judges were usually Jews. When he read a
news-paper, he only read what the Jews saw
fit to publish, most newspapers and news
agencies being controlled or owned by Jews.
The same thing applied to books. The
National and racial consciousness of the
German people had to be lulled, therefore
subtle poison was infected into the minds of
the Goyim (Hebrew for non-Jew) under the
treacherous disguise of humanity and
progress. The film industry had become
exclusively a happy hunting ground for the
Hebrews, wherein the Goyim could only
obtain work as actors, whilst all the --profits
flowed into the coffers of the Chosen -Race,
whose members used the cinema as as vehicle
for their own propaganda. Every sphere of
economic activity became Jewish, insofar as
it appealed to the Jewish National
Character—the salient feature of this being
that Hebrews never work productively, they
arc pre-eminent in Banking and wholesale
trades, where enormous sums can be earned
without actually producing anything new. The

German must do the spade work, the Jew reap
the harvest! From
childhood, the Jews are imbued with the
teaching of the Talmud, that colossal
encyclopaedia of sophisticated Jewish tenets
and thought which trains them in the
application of their law and suits them to work
in the interests of their Race.
The vast influence of the Jews in the affairs
of State in pre-war and contemporary
Germany is well-known.
The famous "Court Jews" Baffin,
Bleichroeder, Rathenau and others were
prominent militarists; they knew that in the
War, the toll of Hebrew lives would be small,
that the War was productive of excellent
business opportunities and that War and
Revolution would result in complete
economic and political power for Jewry. As
they foresaw, so did events prove. Practically
all the military supplies were engineered by
Jews, and they raked in millions of shekels,
whilst millions of Gentiles were slaughtered
defending these blood-suckers as well as their
own compatriots. Then followed the
Revolution, in which the majority of the
leaders were Jewish. Every National
institution was persecuted. Internationalism
became the slogan. Only Nationalism can
oppose Jewish usurpation and oppression,
whereas Internationalism encourages the
Jewish bid for supremacy. It would have been
difficult to find a more favourable forcing
house for Hebrew interests than the
Revolution and subsequent Republic in
Germany.
During the inflation, when currency had lost
all value, Jews flocked from Russia and
Poland to take their share of .the profits; these
Eastern or Galician Jews.—Ost, juden—very
soon became wealthy, though the Germans
lost their money. Thanks to the energy of the
lawyers and the pressure of public opinion,
the famous legal actions of Katzenellenbogen,
Barmat and Kutisker, Skaarek Bros. and
others, brought to light the sources of the
fortunes of these Jews—Bribery and
chicanery were their principal weapons and
it might also be mentioned that the Socialist
and Liberal parties were financed by these
rascals.
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What are the reasons for the amazing success
of the Jews during the last hundred years? The
pro-semites answer that it is due to Jewish
intelligence. This is not the case, the Jews
have become powerful, because of their
Internationalism, through their scattering
amongst the Nations of the world, although
they have remained more closely knit than
any people with a National Home. The
Gentile works, the Jew reaps. The Goyim
fights and the Chosen Race gathers coin from
all belligerents. The Key organisation of
Jewry all over the world, is the "Alliance
Universelle Israelite" in Paris. Its suborganisations being the secret Order "BneiBrith" the "Grand Orient Lodge" in Paris and
other Masonic Lodges. Through these
powerful International Organisations, the
Jews can regulate the economies of the whole
world; depreciation, inflation, fluctuating
markets on the Stock Exchanges, even
political rule in various Countries are the
embodiments of the Jewish struggle for
supremacy. It is a widely known fact that the
Jews are unscrupulous in their dealings, and
to substantiate this point, one has merely to
read the Old Testament in which it is affirmed
that crime is not a crime if committed against
a non-Jew, and is merely a question of
studying the biographies of leading figures of
Jewry.
It was a foregone conclusion that the
arrogance of the Jews and their ruthless
struggle for economic and political power in
Germany would result in active opposition.
Eugen Duhring the eminent philosopher was
the first to warn Germany of the Jewish
Danger. Theodor• Fritsch, the greatest
German anti-Semite has been warning
Germany as to this danger for the last 50
years, and in recent years, Houston Stewart
Chamberlain, brought Out for the first time
the racial factor of the Jewish problem into
prominence.
On May 18th, 1919, the National Socialist
German Workers' party was founded in
Munich by Adolf Hitler an ex-lance Corporal
of a Bavarian Regiment. One of the main
items of his programme was and still is, the
liberation of the German people from the
Jewish yoke. What are his aims? Does he wish
to cause "pogroms" and exterminate the Jew

as Jewry loudly proclaims throughout the
world. Of course not!
In his programme and in first book "My
Struggle," Adolf Hitler states" A citizen can
only be one who is bound by racial bonds to
the people."
Jews belong to another race, they are alien
and therefore can in no wise he citizens. He
states that as they are aliens they cannot fill
any State office, and that their preponderance
in political and social life must be broken.
No more than one per cent can be allowed to
be lawyers, doctors, professors or students.
This is in proportion to the number of Jews
living amongst the German people,
exemption, however, is granted to those who
were on active service at the front. German
law is distorted by Jewish lawyers, public
health is menaced by a race who Is hostile to
the majority of Germans and holds most of
the threads of the medical profession. Aryan
civilisation is corrupted when the Jews are
allowed to hold leading positions in
intellectual circles. There are enough
unemployed of Teutonic blood to occupy the
places now held by Jews.
After the failure of the Hitler revolution of the
9th November, 1923 which nevertheless
prevented Germany from being seized by the
Communists the Nazi party was banned for
two years. As soon as Hitler was released
from prison in 1925; the Party started its
triumphant march towards power. In 1930,
Hitler received 8 million votes, in 1933, these
bad increased to 20 million! More than half
of the Nation approves his programme the
lesser half is divided amongst Communists,
Social Democrats and the followers of the
older parties. The Reichstag empowered him
through a majority of more than 80 per cent
to bring his programme into being.
Therefore why should not Hitler now realise
his aims in respect to the Jewish question,
when he is the champion not only of his own
ideas, but also of those of the majority of She
German people?
The first steps against Jewish preponderance
of power in Germany, were taken by certain
local officials of the National Socialist Party.
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At the beginning of March, 1933, the
Governor of Silesia; Heines, advised Hebraic
lawyers not to attend the Courts of Justice.
During the same month, an international
Campaign was inaugurated by the Jewry of
the world.

excepting ex-soldiers—were forbidden to
plead in the Courts and most of the Professors
were removed from the teaching staffs of the
high schools. Moreover some of the Nazi cells
succeeded in arranging that some of the posts
on the board of Directors should be filled by
Germans in lieu of the former Jewish
Until then, the Jews had denied the existence occupants in the great chain stores E.P.A., in
of a powerful International Organisation. the newspaper publishing house of Allstein.
Now the fact is obvious to all. In every
country fantastic stories of Jewish persecution What is the position of the Jews in present day
have been spread and believed. Not in vain Germany? The days of their domination in
do Jewish hands hold the controlling levers Germany are over—let us hope for ever. The
of the greater part of the world's Press! What fact of being a Jew is no longer a passport for
was the fundamental reason for these lies? the children of Israel, whether they are the
Propaganda. The Jews throughout the world orthodox Jews from Poland or the
speedily realised that Germany was the first cosmopolitan Jews of Berlin and Frankfort.
great country to awaken to the danger, and to The Jews are allowed to do productive work,
oppose the Hebrew yoke. By means of a but as that has always been anathema to
boycott of German goods, by slandering the members of the .Jewish race, they are slowly
Nazi Government, the Jews shot their last bolt drifting to other countries where their
to consolidate their power. The triumph of brethren, still wielding power and influence
anti-Semite and Fascist ideals in Germany is must help them as they themselves helped the
the first knock out against the Inter-national Eastern Jews after the German Revolution.
Jew.
Hitler has a powerful friend and Ally—TIME.
The Staff of the Nazi Movement issued an Three years ago, when he was accused of
ultimatum to World Jewry, and worked to fomenting a revolution he answered his
stop their lying assertions. As the Jews judges thus:— “Why, I am still young I have
continued to spread their propaganda and to time yet." And his day dawned sooner than
boycott German goods abroad, the Nazi Party any of his enemies anticipated.
ordered a one clay boycott last April. This was
not a Government measure, hut a gesture by The same thing applies to the alleged
the Party, and it was hacked by the voluntary persecution of the Jews. It is beginning to be
collaboration of the Storm Troops.
perceived abroad now that these tales are
simply a great Jewish bluff which is now
It was no very serious matter to the Jews that being exposed in its true colours. That in fact
their shops were closed or empty that not a hair on the head of either a so-called
Saturday, but, a far heavier blow, from which German or Eastern Jew has been touched, and
the Jews will scarcely recover, is the fact that that at any rate until now the Jews have been
now every German knows where the Jews relegated to their proper place according to
hide. It is now known what shops are Jew their numbers in the Country.
owned, which newspapers and banks,
factories, professional men, lawyers and
Notice
doctors, are Jewish, and how they may be
avoided in the future. The necessary
The British Fascists wish it to be
investigations for these facts were made by
made quite clear that their
the Nazi cells which exist in every important
Organisation, the original Fascist
undertaking, and by Local Groups.
The first Government measure against Jews
was the discharge of all Jewish officials,
except for those who had fought in the War
or who had been appointed by the late
Imperial Government. Jewish lawyers, again

movement in Great Britain has no
connection whatever with Sir.
Oswald Mosley's ex New Party,
renamed at the end of last year the
"British Union of Fascists."
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Adolf Hitler's struggle is the first stride 3.—The State to be above all sections classes
towards the liberation of the whole of the and interests. All to be within, none against
Aryan race from the yoke of the hook-nosed the State.
sons of Israel!
4.—Destruction of class barriers. Merit,
character and work to be the only passports
THE POLITICAL
of the new aristocracy.

PROGRAMME OF THE
BRITISH FASCISTS

5.—Compulsory abolition of lockouts and
strikes. State arbitration. Courts to be set up.

6.—Equality of opportunity in education for
he Political Department of the British
all British children.
Fascists issues the following
statement of policy for General
7.—Slum clearance, town planning and wider
information.
Social services. Revision of the present Rent
Act. Rigid control over rents.
British Fascism is working in order that it may
capture the political power of the State. In the
8.—Adequate
measures
regarding
opinion of the British Fascists the Party
unemployment. Work or full maintenance for
System has become obsolete and totally
Britons.
inadequate for the conditions of the 20th
century.
9.—Preference to British and Colonial goods,
products and labour through-out the Empire,
There are only two alternative systems of
employers to be compelled to employ British
Government to choose from:—Fascism with
Labour in the Home Country. Adequate
its realist and National policy, or Communism
protection for the British shopkeeper and
with its international outlook, its class war
trader against foreign infiltration and
tenets and its fallacious economic doctrines.
competition.

T

Every Briton must thoroughly realise that the
10.—The British Mercantile Marine to be
time is at hand when the Party system will be
staffed by British Sailors.
thrust aside and the fight for power restricted
between Fascism and Social Communism.
11.--Encouragement of individual enterprise,
protection of the small trader and shopkeeper
This is an age of change, in which the old
against combines, trusts and cartels.
ideas and values no longer apply. Fascism is
the only sure and sane way out because it is
12.—Compulsory prevention of stock
the way of progress, order, discipline and
exchange gambling in the commodities of -the
well-being for all classes of the Community.
people. Control of the Banking system and
the elimination of the international Financier
Shortly, every Briton must belong to one of
in the affairs of State.
the two Camps and therefore the British
Fascist Political Department puts forward
13.--Protection of individual property when
these 24 points of its programme as they are
used in the interests of the Nation. Prevention
fundamental points on which the Fascist State
of profiteering, cornering commodities or
will be erected in Great Britain.
otherwise sabotaging the Community.
1.—The maintenance of the Monarchy, which
14.—Industrial reorganisation--intensified
is the link binding country and Empire
production through the use of machinery.
together.
Intensified consumption by the payment of
high wages. A high standard of labour with
2.—The abolition of the Party System and its
reduced working hours.
replacement by the Corporate State, formed
through the Guilds and Corporations of
15.—Agricultural reform Organisation of the
workers, traders, employers and owners.
agricultural resources of the Country.
( Page 11 )
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Landowners to be compelled to put all
suitable land under cultivation. Direct sales
of produce and suitable wage reforms for
agricultural workers.
16.—The abandonment of the Gold Standard
and the basing of currency upon a Goods
standard.

MACHINERY &
UNEMPLOYMENT
John Radcliff

I

address some half-dozen street-corner
meetings every week and find that a large
body of opinion in my audiences blames
machinery
for un-employment.
17.—The tightening up of Naturalisation
Laws.
These enemies of the machine Name, in
18.—Only men and women of British race to effect, the vast increases in our productive
power that Science continually puts at our
hold Parliamentary and Official positions.
disposal. Every time they see a new machine
19.—Members of the Jewish race to be installed, they see men thrown out of work
classified as aliens, to be debarred from and in consequence they blame the machine.
holding official positions in the State, from
voting and from controlling the financial,
Glutted Markets
political industrial and .cultural interests of
the British people.
The apologists of the machine urge that any
20.—Stringent laws against fake burglaries, increase in Man's power to produce the things
fake fires, fake bankruptcies, white slave he lacks is surely a blessing, but the enemies
traffic, drug traffic, selling stolen goods at cut of the machine sneer in answer that there is
prices, and other oriental- commercial too much production, that the markets are
practices.
glutted with a superfluity of goods.
21.—A law penalising coloured men The British Fascist gets angry when he hears
cohabiting with white women in this country. this cry of "too much production." Is there, he
asks, too great a production of coal? How can
22.—Defence :—The armed forces of the there be when the boot-operatives of
state to be adequate for the defence of country Northampton shiver through the winter before
and Empire.
empty fire-grates.
23.—Foreign Policy :—Insistence upon the
merits and rights of our own Nation and The boot-operatives, of course, cannot buy
Empire. Friendly relations with all well- coal because they cannot get work at making
disposed nations. Repudiation of all treaties boots. And the enemies of the machine, with
which bind the country to armed intervention their cry of "too much production," say that
on behalf of other powers. Policy of the hoot operatives cannot get work because
benevolent neutrality to all Nations. machinery -produces too many boots.
Withdrawal from the League of Nations
24. Colonial policy:—the creation of an
Imperial political and Economic board. The
Home Country to be the senior partner and
director of the imperial destinies. A firm hand
in India and Ireland. The State to maintain the
dignity, justice and power of the British name
throughout His Majesty's colonies and
dominions.

—ooo–-

Miners Without Boots
But this only angers the British Fascist
further. The miners of Durham, he retorts,
tramp through the winter rain in worn out
boots that are fit only for the dustbin; can the
miners of Durham believe there are too many
boots?
The British Fascist with his habit of getting
to grips with realities sees that improved
methods of production cannot be the cause of
unemployment. If we clear our minds of
befogging abstractions and generalizations,
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take a simple, concrete illustration of money, there is obviously bound to be a
increased production, and think the matter general price drop. And a general price drop
out, we also shall see the innocence of chokes trade and causes unemployment.
machinery.
Suppose there is a man who makes hats and
another who makes shoes. And suppose that
the hat maker sells his hats at £1 each and
buys every year one pair of shoes for £1. What
takes place here is that the hat maker
exchanges one of his hats every year for a pair
of shoes. (All trade is an exchange of goods
or services for other goods or services, but we
often fail to realize it because we use money
as an exchange medium.)

Hats for Shoes
Now, suppose that improvements in
machinery enable the hat maker to produce
twice the number of hats that he produced
before, and the shoemaker to produce twice
the number of shoes that he produced before.
Should not the hat maker now he able to
exchange two hats for two pairs of shoes
where before be exchanged one hat for one
pair of shoes?

Reluctant Buyers
When prices are dropping everybody stops
buying. If you were going to buy a new
wireless set this month but heard that the price
was coming down next month you would
obviously put up with the old one until then.
And a shopkeeper hearing that prices were
coming down would put off ordering goods
from his wholesaler, fearing that if he bought
goods at this month's high prices, he would
have to sell them at next month's low prices
and thus lose money. His wholesaler in
consequence, would pass on smaller orders to
the factory. And the factory owner, faced with
a falling off in business, would lay off men,
The men laid off; haying no wages to spend
in the shops, would cause a further shrinking
in shopkeepers' orders to wholesalers,
wholesalers' orders to factories, and factories'
employment of men. The process of less
spending power; smaller orders; less
employment, would start all over again, and
the snow-ball of depression would keep
rolling and growing until things became so
had that nobody had the confidence to attempt
anything. And all because of a general price
drop.

If he exchanged hats directly for shoes this
would be possible, and both hat maker and
shoemaker would .be able to go on increasing
their production until no more hats and shoes
were wanted. But the hats are not exchanged
directly for Shoes. The exchange takes place
The Remedy
through the medium of money. The hats are
exchanged first for money and -then the
The general price drop, we have seen, is
money is exchanged for shoes.
caused by the production of goods
.outstripping the production of money. What
£1 Hat for 10/is the remedy? We can either put a stop to all
further improvements in production, or
The hat maker started by exchanging each hat substitute for our present money system a
for £l, hut when he doubled his production of system under which supplies of money
hats there--was no corresponding increase in increase at the same rate as supplies of the
the production of £1's, so that the ratio in goods for which the money is to act as an
which bats and £1's exchanged altered. If the exchange medium.
quantity of hats doubles and the quantity of
£1's remains the same, twice the number of British Fascism would set its face against
hats has to exchange for the same number of restriction in the production of more wealth,
£1's. The hat maker has to sell his hats at two holding that such restriction would condemn
for a £1 instead of one for a £1. In other words the workers to remain forever at their present
the price of hats drops from £1 to 10/-.
unsatisfactory standard of British Fascism
would therefore ruthlessly scrap the present
Now, when there is a general increase of money system under which the production of
production, an increase spread over all trades, money is limited by the production of gold,
and there is no increase in the production of
( Page 13 )
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and would substitute a "Goods Standard" war, its hatred and insane persecution of
system.
patriotism and religion, and its system which
denies the full expression of individuality?
There are many schemes for basing currency
upon a "Goods Standard" but the British NO! we can only tread the path to Fascism.
Fascist does not tie himself to any one of Its reality and ideals make of Fascism the only
them. In a British Fascist State the details of 20th century policy capable of dealing with
currency reform would not be pronounced present day problems.
upon by amateurs but by experts. Sufficient
for me, therefore, is the indication of general British Fascism comes as a liberator breaking
policy.
the chains that bind us to class and party
jealousy. It comes to unite the people into a
National Mass working for the regeneration
THE VIEWPOINT OF
of the State and to lead our people back to
YOUTH
sanity, prosperity and security.
The young men and women of to-day, about
to step into the activities of the Community,
are looking anxiously at the drab political and
economic panorama that opens before them.

In a few years, we, the youth of to-day, will
have the full responsibility of the country on
our shoulders. We must prepare now to
become fit trustees of the heritage of our
forefathers.

What does the future hold for us young
Britons, while millions of the Nations'
workers are unemployed, while we are faced
with wage cuts and declining world markets?
Is the energy and willingness of young Britain
to be stultified and squandered by the senile
politicians we have at the helm?

We must harness the discontent of Youth to
the cause of Fascism and march now against
the enemy, and struggle to bring about the
Corporate Fascist State in which every
individual and every National asset will be
used for the common good of our race. We
must build up that character which is an
How long is the Nation's life to be impeded essential in Fascism and through British
by the petty squabbles of the Lloyd Georges, Fascism make our Country the pattern of the
Baldwins, MacDonalds? What have the world. K. Richmond Crum.
governments of these “fine old men” done for
us? They have saddled the younger generation
CORRESPONDENCE
with unemployment, taxation, stagnation.
And are we to stand idly by and he
The Editor, British Fascism
complacently thrust on the industrial scrap
heap?
Sir,---I sent the "Blackshirt" a letter, with
full name and address pointing to the injustice
What alternative can we have to this
of its criticism of the British Fascists. It was
antiquated system which is strangling the life
not printed.
of the Nation?
It seems to me that it should publicly pointed
out that the propaganda of the British Union
of Fascists is merely a Socialistic attack on
capitalism, under the name of Fascism. It is
an extraordinary perversion, Fascism is
National and Patriotic but the B.U.F. is
International and Pacifist. The only people
We young people hold the future of the
whom Mosley does not attack are the Jews.
country in our hands and we must decide how
best our energies may be directed to secure
The truth is that most of Mosley's highly
the well-being of the Nation and the people.
respectable candidates in 1931, were out-atelbows members of the I.L.P. He has
Are we to work for a Communist State, with
practically staffed the B.U.F. with these
its crazy economics, its Nation-splitting class
We, the youth of the Country, revolting
against the ineffective political and economic
system now in being, can only look two ways.
We must embrace either Communism or
Fascism as a possible way out of the impasse.
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persons, who have brought their I.L.P.
propaganda with them. He seems to have
awarded a sort of consolation prize by
employing them.

Our Paper can now play an important part in
the questions of the day and influence public
opinion towards the future Fascist State. We
are securing a series of articles on important
questions by leading and famous public men
Mosley does not realise that it is his money and women, and our policy henceforward will
and nothing else; which keeps the B.U.F. be one of Patriotic endeavour. Our purpose is
alive. It has no other appeal. Yours faithfully, to break up the Communist, Socialist and
R.H.G. Carleton Road, Tufnell Park, N,
subversive attack on the life of our Country
and to lead our people back towards Sanity,
ADVERTISEMENTS
Unity and Prosperity.
Chauffeur and Handy man urgently requires
work. Honest, reliable Fascist, exServiceman, first class references. Apply--,Drake, 22, Stan-hope Gardens, S.W.7.
Translations. French, German, Spanish,
Russian and Italian translation and
interpretations undertaken by experts. Special
rates to British firms and patriotic
organisations. Apply British Fascist, H.Q., 22,
Stanhope Gardens, S.W.7.
Irish-Setter Puppies for sale Championship
strain Dogs, &, Bitches Apply 22, Stanhope
Gardens, S.W.7.

We require the support of all our subscribers
if the Paper is to achieve its purpose. W
e
must ensure that it appears regularly and that
its circulation increases with every number.
To do this additional finance is urgently
needed. If the Paper is to appear regularly and
if it is to be diffused throughout Country and
Empire a Supporting Fund is needed. We ask
our subscribers and supporters to help us raise
1000 for this purpose. This will put the paper
on its feet definitely and will enable us to run
on for a full year free of debt or fear of
suspension of publication. Thousands of
complimentary copies are required with every
issue. Street sales are being tackled properly
and encouraging results are already apparent.

Flat to let. Furnished flat, one sitting, two
bedrooms, bath and-lavatory, constant hot Will you please do your best to subscribe to
water, electric light. Moderate terms. Apply this Fund? Contributions however small will
22, Stanhope Gardens, S.W.7.
help us. A list of supporters and subscribers
will be duly published in each issue. Help as
make the Paper a National Voice and a
BRITISH FASCISTS
rallying point for Patriots.

"BRITISH FASCISM" 22,
Stanhope Gardens, S.W.7.
Phone:-Kensington 7406.
Editorial Department.

With heartfelt thanks for your past support
and future effort,
DEG. HARNETT & G. E. EYRE

TO

ALL SUBSCRIBERS &
SUPPORTERS-.
SPECIAL APPEAL,

Steven Books

WE beg to enclose herewith a copy of the
Special Summer Propaganda Number of
British Fascism and trust that its policy and
general make up will meet with your
approval, we have to announce that our Paper
is now under new Editorship and management
and that commencing from August let it will
appear regularly every 1st of the month at the
old price of 1d per copy.

League Enterprises (SB)
27. Old Gloucester Street
London WC1N 3XX
For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Relig
ion
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Issued monthly and
downloadable free from:
http://newensign.com/

ISBN 9781-907861-59-8
The Christian Defence League, PO Box 25, Mandeville, LA 70470.
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